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$STYLE PROTOCOL:
“Making virtual worlds interoperable.”

Disclaimer: This is a living document and subject to future edits and optimization. Check for the latest
versions. The latest version is: 1.1.2.

WHY:

Many new games and virtual worlds on-chain (Web3) and off-chain will emerge in the future. As
technology develops, more VR and AR applications and hardware is introduced paving the way to a
virtually more submersed society.

PFP NFTs are one of the first pillars of virtual identity and gaming NFTs can be the next frontier of
in-game assets. Usability of virtual assets and NFTs is not guaranteed by creators and at best available
for a singular platform or environment.

Virtual Assets are not seamlessly usable or interoperable across virtual environments.

WHAT:

In order to solve the problem, STYLE Protocol aims to create a fully decentralized infrastructure where
anyone can participate by holding $STYLE, the protocol’s native utility token. Game studios, virtual
worlds or metaverses can connect to the protocol’s SDKs and technology to allow access for virtual
assets from outside and open their borders for interoperability of their own creations.

Players and Gamers can hold $STYLE to access the protocol to bring their NFTs and other assets into
games and virtual worlds and lend their NFTs to others for usability of such and financial gain for
themselves.

HOW:

The $STYLE Token acts as an access token to the protocol’s products and main-net. By holding $STYLE
people can utilize the technology, thus creating multi-world assets and bridging assets across worlds
and into games. Turning non-usable NFTs and virtual assets into functional gaming assets.

Once main-net is launched, $STYLE token can be staked to receive yield on all of the revenue facilitated
through the protocol by other participants bridging their in-game assets. Ultimately, every holder of
$STYLE will participate in the network of assets and games and all virtual environments will receive free
inflow of virtual assets from the STYLE protocol participants.

A truly decentralized gaming infrastructure creating a win-win for all who get involved.

JOIN:

Web3 projects and game studios can get involved and utilize the technology.
Gamers and crypto enthusiasts can participate, support and use products by holding $STYLE.

Website: https://www.protocol.style
Discord: https://discord.com/invite/styleprotocol
Twitter: https://twitter.com/StyleProtocol
EMail: info@protocol.style

Public $STYLE Token Contract To be minted in 2024
Alpha $STYLE Token Contract (MVP & Test) 0xa962fc9d092c1e2de00bf600e261cf058b5685b1


